
Volunteering your time, cash donations, or efforts helps vulnerable
communities on the onset of natural disasters, and during the
recovery and rebuilding period post-disaster. It’s an effective
avenue to teach your children to develop compassion for humanity
as they grow up and how they can contribute to society. 

Times you spend helping others, especially as a family, are times
children will always treasure and remember. It’s meaningful and
helps you narrow the communication gap and build a closer bond. 

Giving and helping deepen positive emotions like compassion and
gratitude. These are healthy emotions.. And they do us good too in
helping us to cope with with life's challenges, lowering our stress
levels, and supporting our mental and physical well-being. Initiate
a drive to collect donations for disaster victims. 

Create a volunteer group to plan activities to raise funds or
generate awareness for our cause to support sustainability for
vulnerable communities. For a start, you may like to consider your
neighborhood, children's schools or work place. Be as creative as
you want and we will be more than happy to partner you on your
new journey. 

We are delighted to welcome Melissa Chew to our team.. A
graduate of University of Western Australia (UWA), Melissa has
taken on the role of Executive, International Programs to further
strengthen our effectiveness in responding to emergency aid
relief, planning and executing post-disaster rebuilding programs. 

Activities in May include a visit by Methodist Girls School on 18
May and Millenia Institute's Social Bazaar on 26 May.

Follow up relief aid missions to Türkiye and Lombok are being planned for
May or June. Stay tuned for more updates on our post-disaster
sustainability programs.
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Without your support, our relief efforts will not be possible, please
continue to contribute to our 20th Anniversary Impact Fund at:

https://www.giving.sg/mercy-relief/_20th_anniversary_impactfund

Each of you may have a unique or inspirational story that started your
giving journey, and we will be thrilled to share them in the June Issue.

Mercy Relief Executive Melissa Chew
Schools Outreach Program: Swiss Cottage Secondary School

Schools Outreach Program
Methodist Girls School's Visit To Mercy Relief

 Mercy Relief Chairman of the Board Satwant Singh
Disaster Relief Mission: Cianjur, West Java Earthquake, Indonesia

Mercy Relief' Board Member Mejar Singh Gill & Senior Manager Khairul Massuan
Disaster Relief Mission: Türkiye Earthquake
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